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and the Afghan people. But we’re also
there because we’re fighting terrorism, and
we cannot afford to lose. We will not lose.
We are not losing; we are prevailing.

May I mention Kosovo, which will be
discussed. The secondary important NATO
presence, 60,000 strong, to protect all
Kosovars—majority, minority, Albanian, or
Serb—so that also Kosovo will have a fu-
ture.

NATO enlargement, the President men-
tioned. The nations concerned should go
on with their reforms. No tickets are
punched yet, but NATO enlargement will
be on the agenda of the Bucharest summit,
and certainly also what I call NATO finding
the answers to modern threats and chal-
lenges, be it energy security and NATO’s
role as a bringer of added value. Cyber

defense: We saw a huge cyber attack on
Estonia not that long ago. Missile defense
is certainly an issue.

So we have a real full calendar in Bucha-
rest, and that is basically the calendar the
President and I discussed. And I’m always
very much enjoying the hospitality not only
in the Oval but at the Crawford ranch as
well.

Thank you very much.
President Bush. Thank you.
Secretary General de Hoop Scheffer.

Thanks.
President Bush. Thank you all.

NOTE: The President spoke at 11:48 a.m. in
the Oval Office at the White House. Sec-
retary General de Hoop Scheffer referred to
President Hamid Karzai of Afghanistan.

Statement on the Resignation of Donald E. Powell as Coordinator of Gulf
Coast Region Recovery and Rebuilding
February 29, 2008

Don Powell is an exceptional leader who
has worked tirelessly and effectively to help
the people of New Orleans and the Gulf
Coast region recover and rebuild from one
of our Nation’s most destructive natural dis-
asters.

Don brought to the job of coordinating
our Federal rebuilding efforts the perfect
combination of talent, temperament, experi-
ence, and compassion. Today, due in part
to his leadership and outstanding work with
State and local leaders, the Gulf Coast is
on the road to recovery. While challenges

remain, the region is open for business,
critical infrastructure is being rebuilt, and
schools are up and running. People are re-
claiming their lives, and our Nation owes
Don a debt of gratitude. I appreciate his
service to the country and thank him for
his dedication.

I am also grateful to Paul Conway, Don’s
chief of staff, who will assume the duties
of the Federal Coordinator for the Office
of Gulf Coast Rebuilding in the interim.

Laura and I wish Don well as he returns
to Texas.

The President’s Radio Address
March 1, 2008

Good morning. Today my administration
is releasing our 2008 National Drug Con-

trol Strategy. This report lays out the meth-
ods we are using to combat drug abuse
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